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ABSTRACT
Previous, large samples of quasar absorption spectra have indicated some evidence for relative
variations in the fine-structure constant (�α/α) across the sky. However, they were likely
affected by long-range distortions of the wavelength calibration, so it is important to establish
a statistical sample of more reliable results from multiple telescopes. Here we triple the
sample of �α/α measurements from the Subaru Telescope which have been ‘supercalibrated’
to correct for long-range distortions. A blinded analysis of the metallic ions in six intervening
absorption systems in two Subaru quasar spectra provides no evidence for α variation, with
a weighted mean of �α/α = 3.0 ± 2.8stat ± 2.0sys parts per million (1σ statistical and
systematic uncertainties). The main remaining systematic effects are uncertainties in the long-
range distortion corrections, absorption profile models, and errors from redispersing multiple
quasar exposures on to a common wavelength grid. The results also assume that terrestrial
isotopic abundances prevail in the absorbers; assuming only the dominant terrestrial isotope
is present significantly lowers �α/α, though it is still consistent with zero. Given the location
of the two quasars on the sky, our results do not support the evidence for spatial α variation,
especially when combined with the 21 other recent measurements which were corrected for,
or resistant to, long-range distortions. Our spectra and absorption profile fits are publicly
available.

Key words: line: profiles – instrumentation: spectrographs – quasars: absorption lines –
cosmology: miscellaneous – cosmology: observations.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

Absorption lines from metallic ions in gas clouds along the sight-
lines to background quasars have been used to limit relative vari-
ations in the fine-structure constant (α ≡ e2/�c) to a few parts-
per-million (ppm) over cosmological time and distance scales
(e.g. Webb et al. 1999; Murphy et al. 2001a; Murphy, Webb
& Flambaum 2003; Quast, Reimers & Levshakov 2004; Lev-
shakov et al. 2005, 2007; Molaro et al. 2008a; Murphy, Webb &
Flambaum 2008b; Agafonova et al. 2011; Webb et al. 2011; King
et al. 2012; Molaro et al. 2013; Songaila & Cowie 2014). A rela-
tive difference, �α/α ≡ (αz − α0)/α0, between α in an absorber
at redshift z (αz) and the current laboratory value (α0), should be
observed as a shift in the frequency (or wavenumber, ωi), and hence
observed velocity, of a transition, i:
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where the qi coefficient characterizes the sensitivity of transition
i’s wavenumber to a varying α (Dzuba, Flambaum & Webb 1999;
Webb et al. 1999). Because different transitions have different sensi-
tivities to α-variation (i.e. different q coefficients), one can measure
�α/α and z simultaneously by analysing two or more transitions.
This assumes that the redshifts of those transitions are the same (i.e.
that they are not kinematically distinct), and that the relative wave-
length calibration of the quasar spectra is accurate, to the degree of
precision allowed by the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) and spread in
q coefficients of the transitions available.

Using this ‘many multiplet’ (MM) method, large samples of
quasar spectra from the Keck Observatory and Very Large Tele-
scope (VLT) have even shown some evidence for variations in α

(e.g. Webb et al. 1999; Murphy et al. 2001a, 2003; Webb et al. 2011).
However, the results from the two telescopes disagree: at redshifts
0.4–4.2, 143 measurements with the Keck telescope indicated a
smaller α (�α/α = −5.7 ± 1.1stat ppm; Murphy et al. 2004), while
153 measurements with VLT spectra indicated a (marginally) larger
α (�α/α = 2.1 ± 1.2stat ppm; King et al. 2012). Intriguingly though,
when these data sets from northern and southern telescopes are com-
bined, there is internally consistent evidence, at the ≈4σ level, for
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a spatial variation in α across the sky, the simplest model of which
is a dipolar variation �α/α = (10.2 ± 2.1) cos (�) ppm, where �

is the angle from the pole direction (RA, Dec.) = (17.4 ± 0.9 h,
−58 ± 9 deg) (Webb et al. 2011; King et al. 2012). An important
observational challenge remains, of course, to obtain new, indepen-
dent results with high enough precision and accuracy to test these
surprising results.

However, important systematic errors have recently been discov-
ered in the high-resolution, slit-based spectrographs on the Keck,
VLT and also Subaru telescopes, manifesting as long-range dis-
tortions in the wavelength scales of quasar spectra (e.g. Rahmani
et al. 2013; Bagdonaite et al. 2014; Evans et al. 2014; Songaila
& Cowie 2014; Whitmore & Murphy 2015; Kotuš, Murphy &
Carswell 2017). This is despite earlier studies finding no evi-
dence for distortions of a similar size (Molaro et al. 2008b; Griest
et al. 2010; Whitmore, Murphy & Griest 2010), suggesting that
the distortions vary over time (or other observational parameters).
Indeed, throughout ∼15 years of Keck and VLT archival spectra,
Whitmore & Murphy (2015) found that the distortions varied sub-
stantially, with linear slopes ranging between −3 and 8 m s−1 nm−1.
Assuming a very simple model for these distortions and, impor-
tantly, the same slope for all exposures, Whitmore & Murphy (2015)
found the distortions to be a plausible explanation of the King et al.
(2012) VLT results. However, a similar constant-slope model could
only partially explain the Murphy et al. (2003, 2004) Keck results.
Dumont & Webb (2017) recently found that a more complex, more
realistic distortion model may be required for VLT spectra and may
even allow the distortion slope and �α/α to be determined simul-
taneously in some cases, but a constant slope for all exposures is
still assumed. Nevertheless, by comparing multiple exposures (or
combined epochs of exposures) of individual quasars, Evans et al.
(2014) and Kotuš et al. (2017) confirmed large relative distortions
between exposures that, left uncorrected, would have caused con-
siderable spurious systematic errors in �α/α of up to 10–15 ppm.

While the precise effect of the long-range distortions on the large
Keck and VLT samples – and, therefore, any dipolar spatial varia-
tion in α – remains unclear, it is important to establish new, reliable
measurements of �α/α in a sample of spectra or absorbers that
are corrected for, or insensitive to, this effect. Evans et al. (2014),
Murphy, Malec & Prochaska (2016) and Kotuš et al. (2017) re-
ported the first results of this effort: 21 separate measurements in
13 absorbers using Keck, Subaru and VLT, which do not indicate
any variations in α at the 1 ppm level (the weighted mean result is
�α/α = −1.2 ± 0.5stat ± 0.5sys). However, the 11 quasars stud-
ied are all relatively close on the sky to the equator of the King
et al. (2012) dipole model, i.e. �α/α is not expected to deviate
substantially from zero for these quasars in that model. Therefore,
despite the possibility that the dipolar model may be undermined
by long-range wavelength distortions, an important and completely
independent test is possible if new measurements of �α/α focus,
as much as possible, on quasars closer to the pole and anti-pole of
that model where larger �α/α deviations are expected.

Finally, we note that only one Subaru spectrum has been utilized
for α variation studies so far (Evans et al. 2014). It is important to
study spectra from all available telescopes to discover any further
systematic errors and, assuming any remaining, undiscovered ef-
fects differ from telescope to telescope, to help reduce their impact
on average �α/α results.

With these motivations, two quasars were selected for this work,
PG 0117+213 (hereafter J0120+2133) and HS 1946+7658 (here-
after J1944+7705). These are relatively bright (UK R magnitudes
in the SuperCosmos survey of ≈15.6 mag; Hambly et al. 2001), so

a high S/N can be built up in relatively short observations to con-
strain �α/α with ∼3–10 ppm precision. This is competitive with
other recent measurements that were corrected for, or insensitive to,
long-range distortions. These quasars also lie closer than other re-
cent measurements to the anti-pole (within 57◦) of the dipole model,
making them more important for an independent check of that pos-
sibility. Section 2 details our observations of these two quasars,
the data reduction and, most importantly, ‘supercalibration’ proce-
dure to correct the long-range distortions. Section 3 describes our
analysis of seven absorption systems in these quasar spectra, six of
which provide new �α/α measurements. The results are presented
in Section 4, including estimates of the most important systematic
uncertainties. These results are compared with other recent mea-
surements in Section 5 and combined to test the dipole model.
Section 6 provides our conclusions.

2 O BSERVATI ONS, DATA REDUCTI ON AND
C A L I B R AT I O N

2.1 Quasar and solar twin observations

J0120+2133 was observed with the Subaru Telescope’s High Dis-
persion Spectrograph (HDS; Noguchi et al. 2002) in two runs – 2012
December (1 night) and 2014 August (3 nights) – in seven ≈3300-
s exposures for a total of ≈6.5 h, and J1944+7705 was observed
only during the 2014 run in three 3300-s exposures (total ≈2.8 h).
Details of the two runs are summarized in Table 1. Observing condi-
tions varied considerably during the 2012 run, with increasing cloud
cover preventing further observations, and variable, albeit relatively
low, seeing of 0.5–1.0 arcsec. By contrast, the 2014 run was clear
with relatively stable full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) seeing
of 0.6–0.8 arcsec during the first two nights but highly variable,
poor seeing (0.8–2.5 arcsec) during the final night.

The most important aspect of the observations for measuring
�α/α is the wavelength calibration. An initial calibration of each
quasar exposure was established from an ‘attached’ thorium–argon
(ThAr) comparison lamp exposure – i.e. immediately following the
quasar exposure without any changes to the spectrograph set-up or
telescope position. To ‘supercalibrate’ this initial calibration – i.e.
correct it for long-range distortions – a solar twin star was observed,
with its own attached ThAr exposure, immediately following the
quasar+ThAr pair of exposures in the 2014 run, again without any
intervening change to the spectrograph set-up. However, for the
quasar exposures in the 2012 run (J0120+2133 only) the supercal-
ibrations were not ‘attached’; instead, supercalibration exposures
of two asteroids (Ceres and Vesta), taken up to 6 h after the first
2012 quasar exposure, are used below (Section 2.3) to understand
the general size and variability of the long-range distortions in that
run.

For J0120+2133 the very bright (V ≈ 7.4 mag), very nearby (6◦

away) solar twin HD005294 was selected for supercalibration. For
J1944+7705, the nearest suitable solar twin (to our knowledge) is
HD186408, which is over 26◦ away. However, because the ultimate
cause of the long-range distortions is not known, we planned to
test the possibility that they depend strongly on telescope position
by observing both HD1866408 and another solar twin, HD197027
(V = 9.2 mag), which is 105◦ away from J1944+7705 (and also
well separated from the other solar twins). Unfortunately, only ex-
posures of HD197027 were obtained. Nevertheless, together with
the observations of J0120+2133’s solar twin (HD005294), we find
that the long-range distortions do not seem to depend strongly
on telescope position, so the HD197027 exposures were used to
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Table 1. Quasar observation details. The quasar name, the J2000 right-ascension and declination are provided in the first three columns and the fourth
column provides the universal date and time of the start of each exposure. The fifth column is the exposure time. The two standard wavelength settings
(sixth column), Yb and Yd, were employed, and these nominally cover 484–681 and 408–673 nm (with inter-chip gaps at 545–563 and 535–553 nm),
respectively. The slit width projected on the sky (seventh column) was kept constant throughout both runs and was normally comparable to (though
normally marginally smaller than) the FWHM seeing (eighth column). The S/N of each extracted exposure at 4300, 5000 and 6000 Å is provided in
the final three columns. When combined (see Section 2.2), the S/N values, per 1.75 km s−1 pixel, for the master spectra at these three wavelengths are
53, 76 and 63 for J0120+2133, and 31, 53 and 52 for J1944+7705, respectively.

Object RA (h) Dec. (deg) Universal time Exposure Setting Slit Seeing S/N pix−1 at λobs ∼
(J2000) (yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss) (s) (arcsec) (arcsec) 4300 Å 5000 Å 6000 Å

J0120+2133 01:20:17.3 +21:33:46 2012-12-02 04:42:24 3300 Yd 0.8 0.8–1.0 14 27 31
2012-12-02 05:39:28 3447 Yd 0.8 0.6–0.8 18 27 26
2012-12-02 07:29:42 3300 Yd 0.8 0.6–0.8 16 22 25
2014-08-13 10:59:10 3300 Yd 0.8 0.8 27 35 27
2014-08-14 12:36:50 3300 Yd 0.8 0.8 23 30 26
2014-08-14 13:41:55 3300 Yd 0.8 0.8 22 29 36
2014-08-15 13:32:27 3300 Yd 0.8 0.9–1.1 22 29 25

J1944+7705 19:44:55.0 +77:05:52 2014-08-13 08:35:32 3300 Yb 0.8 0.8–1.0 20 33 32
2014-08-13 09:48:08 3300 Yb 0.8 0.8–1.1 20 34 34
2014-08-15 07:30:35 3300 Yb 0.8 1.2–2.5 14 24 25

supercalibrate the J1944+7705 observations. The solar twin ex-
posures were very short (7–20 s) to avoid saturating the charge
coupled device (CCD) but still produce an extracted spectrum with
S/N � 100 per 1.75 km s−1 pixel at 5500 Å.

2.2 Data reduction, artefact removal and exposure
combination

There is currently no dedicated data-reduction pipeline for Sub-
aru/HDS spectra, so we reduced all spectra with the general suite
of echelle reduction tools within IRAF1 in a similar manner to that
described in Evans et al. (2014). The standard processes were used
for overscan subtraction and corrections for CCD non-linearity, flat-
field and scattered light, and we accurately traced the quasar flux in
all echelle orders using a bright standard star exposure. The blaze
function was estimated and removed from the quasar spectra using
a combined flat-field image extracted using the quasar’s trace in-
formation. Most care was paid to the wavelength calibration steps.
The ThAr flux was extracted with the corresponding quasar’s trace
information and the wavelength solution was established with a cus-
tom 2-dimensional polynomial fit using the Murphy et al. (2007)
ThAr line-list as input.

For each quasar, the extracted flux from all exposures was com-
bined with variance weighting using UVES_POPLER (Murphy 2016,
version 0.73) to form a final, 1-dimensional ‘master spectrum’, in-
cluding a 1σ uncertainty spectrum. Evans et al. (2014) and Murphy
et al. (2016) describe the details of this process. Briefly, for our HDS
spectra, the most important aspects are as follows: (i) each echelle
order, of each exposure, was redispersed on to a common, log-linear
vacuum–heliocentric wavelength grid with a 1.75 km s−1 pix−1 dis-
persion; (ii) after initial, automatic ‘cleaning’ of the spectra, arte-
facts in the flux arrays, such as ‘cosmic rays’, ‘ghosts’ (internal
reflections within the spectrograph), spurious or outlying pixels,
and residual blaze removal effects, were masked and/or normal-
ized out manually; these steps were recorded and are fully repro-
ducible; and (iii) an initial, automatically set, polynomial continuum

1 IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatory, which
is operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy
under cooperative agreement with the National Science Foundation.

is manually refitted, if required, in regions where metal absorption is
present, to ensure that profile fits can be established as accurately as
possible.

The resulting S/N of the J0120+2133 master spectrum is 53, 76,
63 pix−1 at 4300, 5000 and 6000 Å, respectively. For J1944+7705,
the S/N is 31, 53 and 52 pix−1 at the same wavelengths. The nominal
resolving power of HDS with a uniformly illuminated 0.8-arcsec-
wide slit is ≈45 000. However, for the majority of our exposures,
the FWHM seeing was similar to or smaller than this slit width
(Table 1), so the real resolving power will be higher. To correct
for this, we followed the approach of, e.g. Kotuš et al. (2017):
1-dimensional models of how the slit truncates Gaussian seeing
profiles indicate that the real resolving power is up to 20–25 per cent
larger than the nominal value when the seeing FWHM and slit width
are approximately equal. Therefore, we used a larger resolving
power of 55 000 when fitting the absorption lines in Section 3.
The extracted flux and uncertainty spectra from each exposure, the
master spectra and the UVES_POPLER log files (used to create the latter
from the former), are all publicly available in Murphy & Cooksey
(2017).

2.3 Supercalibration and slit-shift correction

The solar twin supercalibration exposures were processed with the
same method detailed by Whitmore & Murphy (2015). Briefly, the
solar twin exposures were reduced and wavelength-calibrated in
the same way as the quasar exposures (Section 2.2 above) and each
500 km s−1-wide section of each echelle order’s extracted spectrum
was then compared with a solar spectrum model derived from a
more accurately calibrated Fourier transform spectrum (FTS) of the
Sun (‘KPNO2010’ from Chance & Kurucz 2010). This comparison
yields a best-fitting velocity shift between the observed and FTS
spectra for each chunk. As in previous works using this technique
(e.g. Whitmore & Murphy 2015; Daprà et al. 2016, 2017), these
velocity shifts showed an approximately linear long-range trend
with wavelength together with much shorter-range distortions in
a pattern that repeated from order to order within the same ex-
posure. We refer to the former as ‘long-range distortions’ and the
latter as ‘intra-order distortions’. A least-squares fit of the velocity
shift information as a function of wavelength yields the long-range
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Figure 1. Supercalibration results from the 2014 run. Each ≈50-min quasar
exposure’s starting time is shown by a vertical dashed line, and is immedi-
ately followed by the corresponding solar twin supercalibration slope mea-
surement (circles for J0120+2133 and HD005294, squares for J1944+7705
and HD197027; blue shading for the blue chip and red shading for the
red chip). Note that the supercalibration slopes for the blue and red chips
of the first J0120+2133 exposure are very similar; they are not distin-
guishable in the plot. The uncertainty for individual slope measurements is
∼0.3 m s−1 nm−1 but the slope can vary by �0.5 m s−1 nm−1 over 1-h time-
scales and this sets the systematic uncertainty for the distortion correction
to the quasar exposures (see Section 4.2.1).

distortion slope for each chip (blue and red) of each exposure. These
distortion slopes are plotted in Fig. 1 for the 2014 observing run.

For J1944+7705, a solar twin supercalibration exposure was
taken immediately after each quasar exposure. Therefore, the dis-
tortion slopes derived from the supercalibration exposures in Fig. 1
are assumed to apply directly to the corresponding quasar exposures.
We assess the likely systematic errors involved in Section 4.2.1. The
quasar exposures are then re-combined in the same way as before
using UVES_POPLER but now with their wavelength scales corrected
for the linear distortion slopes. We then use this distortion-corrected
spectrum to determine and correct for ‘slit shifts’: velocity shifts
between exposures caused primarily by differences in alignment of
the quasar within the spectrograph slit during the observations. The
slit shifts are determined using the direct comparison (DC) method
introduced by Evans & Murphy (2013) applied to each exposure
and the distortion-corrected combination of all exposures: the spec-
tral features in the spectra determine a best-fitting velocity shift and
uncertainty between them as a function of wavelength (in wave-
length ranges where they overlap). The slit shift for each chip (blue
and red) is the weighted mean of these velocity shifts where the χ2

around the weighted mean is forced to unity by adding a constant er-
ror term in quadrature to all velocity shift uncertainties; this term is
generally small and is consistent with the size of the intra-order dis-
tortions observed in the supercalibration spectra (i.e. ∼±100 m s−1;
see Section 4.2.2), as expected. Fig. 2 shows the results for each
chip in each exposure. The slit shifts for the blue and red chips of
the same quasar exposure are strongly correlated, as expected, and
we observe a variation between exposures of ∼400 m s−1, which is
expected from differences in slit alignment of �10 per cent of the
0.8 arcsec slit width.

The DC method comparison also serves as a consistency check
on the long-range distortion corrections. We did not observe any
significant trend in the DC velocity shifts between exposures as a
function of wavelength. However, because the S/N of individual
quasar exposures is only ∼30 pix−1 (Table 1), the uncertainty on
this DC slope is relatively large: 0.85–3.2 m s−1 nm−1 for both the

Figure 2. Slit shifts for all quasar exposures. The slit shifts for the blue
and red chips (blue and red circles, respectively) are strongly correlated,
and vary by the equivalent of �10 per cent of the slit width (∼400 m s−1),
as expected for shifts generated by differences in alignment of the quasar
within the spectrograph slit for different exposures.

blue and red chips. Nevertheless, this is a confirmation that the long-
range distortions do not depend strongly on the telescope position,
as HD197027 is over 100◦ away from J1944+7705. After the slit
shifts are determined, the exposures are re-combined again, this
time with both the long-range distortions and slit-shifts corrected
for, and this forms the spectrum we use for subsequent spectral
analysis. We also conduct the DC method analysis again with this
final spectrum as a consistency check; as expected, we do not find
significant slopes or offsets between the corrected exposures and
the combined, corrected spectrum.

For J0120+2133, only the four exposures from the 2014 run have
attached solar twin exposures, while in 2012 asteroid supercalibra-
tion exposures were taken up to 6 h after the first quasar exposure.
Our general approach is therefore to first correct the 2014 expo-
sures for long-range distortions and slit shifts, and then treat the
2012 exposures. Specifically, we performed the same analysis for
the 2014 exposures as performed above for those of J1944+7705
except that, instead of using the DC method to compare individ-
ual exposures with the combined spectrum from all exposures, the
comparison was instead with a ‘sub-spectrum’ formed only from the
2014 exposures: after all exposures were combined in UVES_POPLER,
including automatic and manual artefact removal and continuum
fitting, the 2012 exposures were removed and the 2014 exposures
were combined again. The resulting long-range distortions and slit
shifts are plotted in Figs 1 and 2. As with J1944+7705, we find that
the slit shifts in the blue and red chips are strongly correlated and
vary by ∼300 m s−1, as expected.

For the three exposures of J0120+2133 in 2012, we first used the
DC method to compare their sub-spectrum to the corrected 2014
sub-spectrum. No significant distortion between these sub-spectra
was observed. However, the uncertainty in the distortion slope was
4.8 and 2.9 m s−1 nm−1 for the blue and red chips, respectively. The
non-attached asteroid supercalibration exposures, taken up to 6 h
after the quasar exposures, have distortion slopes of 100–190 m s−1

in the red chip, where most transitions used in this analysis fall, and
190–290 m s−1 for the blue chip. Therefore, our approach is not to
make a distortion slope correction for the 2012 quasar exposures;
while we do not expect very large distortions (�2.9 m s−1 nm−1),
we must account for a possible distortion slope of ∼2.0 m s−1 nm−1

when determining the systematic uncertainty budgets for our �α/α

measurements from the J0120+2133 spectrum in Section 4.2.1.
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The slit shifts for the 2012 exposures were determined in a similar
way to the 2014 J0120+2133 exposures except that, first, an offset
between the 2012 and 2014 sub-spectra of 500 m s−1 was removed.
This was determined in the initial DC method comparison referred
to above. The slit shifts plotted in Fig. 2 for the 2012 exposures are
relative to the 2012 sub-spectrum and do not include this 500 m s−1

offset. Once corrected for these shifts, all exposures of J0120+2133
were re-combined to form the spectrum used in subsequent spectral
analysis. As with J1944+7705, we performed the DC method com-
parisons again, relative to this corrected spectrum (and its 2012 and
2014 sub-spectra), to check that no significant distortions or shifts
remained.

3 A NA LY SIS

3.1 Profile fitting and �α/α measurement approach

We follow a very similar approach to fitting profiles to the absorption
lines and deriving �α/α as several previous MM analyses (e.g.
Murphy et al. 2001b, 2003; King et al. 2012; Molaro et al. 2013).
In particular, our approach is the same as in Evans et al. (2014)
and Murphy et al. (2016), so we refer the reader to these works for
detailed discussion and provide only a brief summary here.

We use non-linear least-squares χ2 minimization software, VP-
FIT (version 9.5; Carswell & Webb 2014), to fit multiple-velocity
components to all transitions considered in an absorption system.
Many models with (generally) an increasing number of components
are trialled with �α/α fixed to zero. The three parameters charac-
terizing each Voigt profile component – the redshift (z), Doppler
b-parameter and column density (N) – are identical for transitions
of the same ionic species (e.g. Fe II). The redshifts of corresponding
components in different species are tied together (i.e. they are the
same parameter), which is required by equation (1) in order to de-
rive �α/α. The b-parameters are also tied together, corresponding
to the assumption of a turbulent line broadening mechanism (see
discussion below), and limited to >1 km s−1 to avoid components
becoming much narrower than the spectral resolution (≈6 km s−1)
and greatly slowing down VPFIT’s χ2 minimization convergence. We
select the model with the lowest χ2 per degree of freedom, χ2

ν , for
subsequent analysis (Murphy et al. 2008b).

It is important to note that, until this stage of the analysis, the
quasar spectra were ‘blinded’: small, artificial long-range and intra-
order distortions were introduced with random magnitudes which
were unknown to the user within UVES_POPLER. This was to further
avoid human bias in establishing and selecting the profile model
from which �α/α is determined (even though our experience is
that this is not possible with the above-modelling approach). The
maximum magnitudes of the distortions are small enough not to
cause noticeable (by eye) shifts between transitions while various
models are being trialled, but they are large enough to cause signifi-
cant, spurious shifts in �α/α when it is derived from the combined
spectrum. Different distortions are applied to the different expo-
sures but all distortions carry a common element so that they do not
average out in the combined spectrum (from which �α/α is deter-
mined). After the best-fitting profile model is selected, the spectrum
is ‘unblinded’ in UVES_POPLER and no further change to the velocity
structure is made in the subsequent analysis, avoiding any possible
bias. VPFIT is used to minimize χ2 between the selected profile model
and the unblinded spectrum; the resulting model is referred to as
the ‘fiducial’ one for a particular absorber, and is the starting point
for all subsequent measurements and tests for systematic errors.

�α/α is introduced as a free parameter only after the fiducial
model is determined from the unblinded spectrum. VPFIT minimizes
χ2 by varying all free parameters (including z, b and N for all ve-
locity components) until χ2 differs between iterations by less than
≈1 × 10−3. The statistical uncertainty on �α/α is computed from
the relevant diagonal term of the covariance matrix and is multiplied
by a factor of

√
χ2

ν to correct for a final χ2
ν value larger than unity.

The final fit, and corresponding �α/α value, is accepted only if
the following selection criteria are met: (i) χ2

ν < 1.5; (ii) the resid-
uals between the spectral data and profile fit show no long-range
(�5 pixel), coherent deviations from zero at >1σ in any transition;
and (iii) the ‘composite residual spectrum’ (CRS) – the average of
the (1σ ) normalized residuals when registered on the same velocity
axis (Malec et al. 2010) – shows no significant evidence for unmod-
elled structure common to many transitions. Criterion (i) allows a
somewhat larger χ2

ν than allowed by Murphy et al. (2016), who anal-
ysed only Zn II and Cr II transitions, which have similar strengths
and are more easily modelled. However, χ2

ν values of ≈1.5 were
achieved in Molaro et al. (2013) and Evans et al. (2014), where all
available transitions, with widely varying strengths, were consid-
ered. Similar to Evans et al. (2014), we also find that some parts of
the extracted Subaru/HDS exposures have slightly (factors of 1.1–
1.3) larger root-mean-square (RMS) flux variations than expected
in unabsorbed regions. In our experience, this appears to be an
unavoidable characteristic of IRAF-reduced echelle spectra. Rather
than artificially increasing the error arrays to match the RMS flux
variations around our transitions of interest, we instead allow a χ2

ν

threshold of 1.5.
The assumption of turbulent broadening means that the b-

parameters of corresponding components in different ionic species
are tied to take the same value throughout the model trialling and
χ2 minimization processes. Alternatively, the assumption of purely
thermal broadening could have been made. However, it is important
to realize that we do not aim to accurately derive individual com-
ponents’ physical properties but, instead, aim to measure �α/α

which is a single parameter constrained by all components of all
transitions. It is therefore most important to fit all the statistically
significant structure in the absorption profiles of all transitions (us-
ing the same velocity structure). This is the primary aim of the
fitting approach described above, i.e. maximizing the number of
fitted components by minimizing χ2

ν as the main model selection
criterion. Indeed, Murphy et al. (2003), King et al. (2012) and Evans
et al. (2014) have previously found the effect of assuming different
broadening mechanisms on �α/α to be unimportant.

The laboratory wavelengths, oscillator strengths, isotopic and hy-
perfine structures used here were recently reviewed in Murphy &
Berengut (2014). We only use the transitions recommended there
– i.e. only those with laboratory wavelength uncertainties corre-
sponding to <20 m s−1. This includes the Ca II λλ3934/3969 (i.e.
K and H) doublet in the zabs = 0.576 absorber towards J0120+2133.
While this is the first time these transitions have been used for an
MM analysis to our knowledge, the Ca II absorption is quite weak
in this case. We use the terrestrial isotopic abundances of all ele-
ments in our models, and we consider the systematic effects this
may introduce in Section 4.2.5.

3.2 Fits to individual absorption systems

In this section we plot the spectrum and fit for each absorption
system and discuss any relevant complexities or difficulties en-
countered. The final best-fitting parameters and uncertainties output
from VPFIT are provided electronically in Murphy & Cooksey (2017)
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Table 2. Main results for each absorption system. The quasar name and absorption redshift (zabs) correspond to the absorption profile
fits plotted in Figs. 4–9. The other columns provide the best-fitting value of �α/α (assuming terrestrial isotopic abundances; see
Section 4.2.5 for discussion), its 1σ statistical uncertainty (σ stat), the components of the systematic error budget (LRD’ for long-range
distortions, Section 4.2.1; ‘IOD’ for intra-order distortions, Section 4.2.2; ‘Redisp.’ for redispersion errors, Section 4.2.3) and total
systematic uncertainty (σ sys, the quadrature sum of the components, Section 4.3), and the final χ2 per degree of freedom, χ2

ν , for each
absorption system. For the zabs = 1.325 absorber towards J0120+2133, an additional systematic error component of 1.44 ppm, due
to absorption profile modelling uncertainties (Section 4.2.4), is included in the quadrature sum to estimate σ sys. The sign of the LRD
uncertainty indicates the sense in which �α/α changes when a positive additional distortion slope is introduced into the spectrum.
The final entry for J0120+2133 provides the weighted mean �α/α and its uncertainties for that line of sight, taking into account the
common-mode LRD uncertainties (see Section 4.3). The modelling uncertainty for the zabs = 1.325 absorber contributes 0.95 ppm to
the total σ sys for the J0120+2133 sightline.

Quasar zabs �α/α σ stat Systematic errors (ppm) χ2
ν

(ppm) (ppm) LRD IOD Redisp. σ sys

J0120+2133 0.576 − 9.12 39.80 − 1.32 0.19 3.38 3.64 1.05
J0120+2133 0.729 0.73 6.17 1.67 0.20 0.55 1.77 1.16
J0120+2133 1.048 5.47 18.26 3.54 0.14 1.90 4.02 1.26
J0120+2133 1.325 2.60 3.45 1.60 0.12 1.02 2.38 1.45
J0120+2133 1.343 8.36 11.82 2.65 0.20 1.00 2.84 1.42
J0120+2133 Ave. 2.53 2.87 1.73 0.10 0.68 2.10 –
J1944+7705 1.738 12.70 16.13 0.59 0.12 1.34 1.47 1.22

so that readers can fully reproduce the results presented here. We
summarize the main results for each absorption system in Table 2,
including the measured value of �α/α, its 1σ statistical uncertainty
and χ2

ν derived from the fit.

3.2.1 zabs = 0.576 towards J0120+2133

The very common MgIIλλ2796/2803 doublet and the two
strong Fe II transitions in the wavelength range of the spectrum
(λλ2586/2600) are heavily saturated at all velocities in this absorber.
This is illustrated in Fig. 3, where Mg II λ2803 and Fe II λ2600
are compared with the next strongest (but much weaker) transition
Mg I λ2852. There is no common, unsaturated part of the Mg/Fe II

and Mg I profiles. Therefore, even in principle, including Mg II and
Fe II in a joint profile fit with the unsaturated transitions in this
absorber would not contribute important constraints on �α/α. In
practice, it is also very difficult to fit such uniformly saturated
profiles when no unsaturated transitions of the same species are
available to constrain the velocity structure and column densities.
Therefore, we do not include the Mg II and Fe II transitions in our
analysis of this absorber because they offer no practical constraints
on �α/α.

The fit to the nine transitions used for the MM analysis of this ab-
sorber is plotted in Fig. 4. The strongest transition used to constrain
�α/α was Mg I λ2852, which extends over ∼110 km s−1. However,
most of the absorption is confined to one main, ≈25 km s−1-wide
spectral feature centred near −10 km s−1. This provides most of
the constraints on �α/α. However, this feature is not especially
narrow or sharp; it is instead rather ‘smooth’, which means that
we cannot expect a very precise measurement of �α/α in this
case. Compounding this is the fact that only four of the tran-
sitions absorb �20 per cent of the continuum flux (Mg I λ2852,
Mn II λλ2576/2606 and Ti II λ3384); the other transitions will only
very weakly constrain �α/α. Indeed, Table 2 shows that the statis-
tical uncertainty alone is 40 ppm, much larger than the mean value
from the other absorbers (11 ppm).

Several transitions from the zabs = 0.729 absorber (see Sec-
tion 3.1.1) below) blend with those in this absorber: Ti II λ3067 can-
not be fitted reliably in this absorber because it is strongly blended
with Mg II λ2796 at zabs = 0.729; the fit to the red wing of Ti II λ3073

Figure 3. Examples of the heavily saturated Mg II and Fe II lines, com-
pared to the Mg I λ2852 transition, in the zabs = 0.576 absorber towards
J0120+2133 (see Section 3.1.1). The continuum-normalized flux spectra
(black histograms) are plotted on a common velocity axis, relative to red-
shift z = 0.57641, for all transitions. Note that the plotted range in normalized
flux is different for the Mg I (top panel) and saturated Mg II and Fe II transi-
tions (lower panels). Mg I λ2852 is the strongest transition used to constrain
�α/α in this absorber (see Fig. 4); Mg II and Fe II were not used because no
part of their profiles can be reliably modelled and compared with any part
of Mg I λ2852’s profile (or that of any other transition in Fig. 4).

is truncated to avoid blending with Mg II λ2803 at zabs = 0.729; and
the absorption bluewards of ≈−28 km s−1 near Mg I λ2852 may be
partially due to Fe II λ2600 at zabs = 0.729. In the latter case, none
of the fitted Mg I λ2852 velocity components that are potentially
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Figure 4. Fit to the Subaru/HDS spectrum of the zabs = 0.576 absorber
towards J0120+2133 (see Section 3.1.1). The lower nine panels show the
continuum-normalized flux density versus velocity (relative to the redshift
in brackets) for the transitions fitted to measure �α/α which are labelled on
the vertical axis. Note that the plotted range in normalized flux is different
for each transition and depends on the maximum absorption depth. The best
fit (red solid line) overlays the spectrum (black histogram) and comprises
Voigt profile components at velocities indicated by the vertical ticks; the
isotopic and hyperfine structures of each component are represented by a
single tick. The (1σ ) normalized residuals between the spectrum and fit are
plotted above each transition, with ±1σ flux uncertainties marked by the
horizontal solid lines. The composite residual spectrum (CRS; black line)
is shown in the top panel, in units of standard deviations. The CRS is the
average of the normalized residuals from the transitions registered to each
other on the velocity axis shown; when all statistically significant structure
in the absorption profile is reflected by the model fit, the CRS is expected to
show no significant structure.

blended have counterparts in any other transition, so they will not
affect �α/α; we simply fit them as Mg I λ2852 for convenience.

The fit in Fig. 4 satisfies all the selection criteria discussed in
Section 3.1: there are no significant, long-range, coherent deviations
in the normalized residuals in any transition; there is no evidence
in the CRS (top panel in Fig. 4) for additional, unmodelled velocity
structure; and Table 2 shows that the final χ2

ν for this fit is less than

Figure 5. Same as Fig. 4 but for the zabs = 0.729 absorber towards
J0120+2133 (see Section 3.1.1).

the threshold we impose of 1.5. Therefore, this absorber is accepted
for our statistical analysis in Section 4.3 below.

3.2.2 zabs = 0.729 towards J0120+2133

The eight transitions used to constrain �α/α in this absorber, plotted
in Fig. 5, are the most common in MM analysis because they are
the strongest Mg I/II and Fe II transitions available (of those with
precisely known laboratory wavelengths in Murphy et al. 2016). The
Fe II transitions all have large, positive q coefficients, whereas the
Mg I/II transitions are much less sensitive to α variation, making their
combination very important for constraining �α/α. The absorption
in this system is spread over 185 km s−1 with three main spectral
features, but the feature at 0 km s−1 is the strongest in all transitions
and is relatively narrow/sharp, so it constrains �α/α most strongly.

As noted in Section 3.1.1 above, the Mg II doublet transitions are
both blended with Ti II transitions in the zabs = 0.576 absorber. These
Ti II blends are shown as black tick marks in Fig. 5 and their velocity
structure is most clearly seen in the Mg II λ2803 panel. The blending
occurs at different places in the velocity structure of the two Mg II

transitions in such a way that the entire Ti II velocity structure is
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independently constrained (i.e. the column density, b-parameter and
redshift of each component is fully constrained, without blending,
in at least one Ti II transition). We therefore fitted these two Ti II

transitions (λ 3067 and λ3073) with a similar velocity structure as
that in Section 3.1.1 but with the component parameters allowed to
vary freely (�α/α was fixed to zero; allowing it to vary freely does
not affect �α/α in the absorber of interest at zabs = 0.729). This
allows the most conservative incorporation of their uncertainties into
that of �α/α via the off-diagonal terms of the covariance matrix
in the χ2 minimization process. Unsurprisingly, these parameters
have larger uncertainties than, but are consistent with, those from
the Ti II fit in the zabs = 0.576 itself (in Section 3.1.1) where the
velocity structure is determined jointly by all transitions. Finally, the
reddest spectral feature is not fitted in Fe II λ2600 due to the blend
with Mg I λ2852 in the zabs = 0.576 absorber already discussed
(Section 3.1.1).

The fit shown in Fig. 5 passes our selection criteria, showing no
concerning structures in the individual transitions’ residuals, nor
the CRS, and the final χ2

ν is less than 1.5. This absorber is therefore
included in our statistical analysis.

3.2.3 zabs = 1.048 towards J0120+2133

�α/α in this absorber was constrained using Mg I λ2852, the Mg II

doublet and 4 of the 5 strongest Fe II transitions at λ > 2300 Å, as
shown in Fig. 6. The Fe II λ2586 transition was excluded because
it was strongly affected by artefacts in the spectrum, likely from
scattered light within the spectrograph. The absorption occurs in two
main features, centred around 0 and −92 km s−1, and spread over
150 km s−1 in total. While the feature at −92 km s−1 is relatively
sharp, it is weaker and less prominent in Mg I and Fe II, while the
feature around 0 km s−1 is relatively smooth. Therefore, we do not
expect strong constraints on �α/α in this absorber and, indeed,
Table 2 shows this to be the case, with a 1σ statistical uncertainty
of 18 ppm.

We did not identify any blends in this system, so the fit in Fig. 6 is
relatively uncomplicated. Some components in the strongest tran-
sitions (Mg II) were not statistically justified in Mg I λ2852 or, in
the case of one component near −60 km s−1, the Fe II transitions.
However, these were the weakest components and omitting them
from the Mg I λ2852 and Fe II profiles is consistent with our fitting
approach (and does not affect �α/α). The residuals, CRS and χ2

ν

for this fit all pass our selection criteria, so this absorber is included
in our main results.

3.2.4 zabs = 1.325 towards J0120+2133

The common combination of Mg I/II and Fe II transitions is used
in this absorber, together with the Al III doublet. Fig. 7 shows that
the Fe II and Al III absorption is relatively weak, so only the data
sections with detectable absorption were included in the fit for
those transitions. Nevertheless, the absorption comprises four sharp,
well-separated spectral features, spread over ≈275 km s−1, so we
can expect �α/α to be well constrained. Table 2 shows that the
1σ statistical error is indeed relatively small, just 3.5 ppm, which is
the smallest of any of the absorbers studied here. The Fe II λ2344
transition fell in the gap between the two Subaru/HDS CCD chips
and so could not be included in the fit. Note that the Mg II profiles
required two components – one narrow and the other broad – to
be fitted in the spectral feature near −60 km s−1. However, these

Figure 6. Same as Fig. 4 but for the zabs = 1.048 absorber towards
J0120+2133 (see Section 3.1.2).

components are at very similar velocities (their tick marks are not
easily distinguishable in Fig. 7), though the broader component is
apparent from the shape of the Mg II λ2796 profile. The broader
component is weak in Mg II and, given that the spectral feature is
very weak in the other species, it is not surprising that it was rejected
from the fit by VPFIT (i.e. it is not statistically required). Alternative
profile models for this absorption system are considered in detail in
Section 4.2.4.

Some small sections of Mg II λ2803 (at −35 km s−1) and, partic-
ularly, the Al III doublet transitions (∼20–70 km s−1) were excised
from the fit due to artefacts evident in some or all contributing expo-
sures (found by comparing the exposures in UVES_POPLER). However,
these did not seem to affect the main spectral features. We expect
weak telluric absorption lines in the region of the spectrum where
the Mg I/II transitions fall and, upon inspection, some features are
evident near these transitions. However, we do not detect any in-
consistencies between these transitions when constructing the fit
to this absorber, and nor do we observe any evidence of these in
the normalized residuals or CRS in Fig. 7, and the final χ2

ν is 1.45,
slightly below our threshold of 1.5. We therefore proceed with using
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Figure 7. Same as Fig. 4 but for the zabs = 1.325 absorber towards
J0120+2133 (see Section 3.1.3).

Mg I/II to constrain �α/α and include this absorber in our statistical
analysis.

3.2.5 zabs = 1.343 towards J0120+2133

The nine transitions used to constrain �α/α in this absorber are
the same as those in the nearby zabs = 1.325 system above, as
shown in Fig. 8. However, in this case there is only one, slightly
broader, main spectral feature. We therefore expect a somewhat
larger uncertainty in �α/α compared to the zabs = 1.325 system,
and Table 2 demonstrates that it is indeed the case. Significant
Mg II absorption is detected bluewards of the main feature (to ≈−
150 km s−1) but the corresponding absorption in even the strongest
Fe II transition is only barely detected, so it will not constrain �α/α.
We therefore restrict the fit to the velocity range −28 to 30 km s−1

for simplicity.
Fig. 8 shows no significant complications with the fit to this

absorber. As expected, the weakest components of the strong Mg II

doublet are not statistically necessary in the weaker Fe II and Al III

transitions, so are not fitted. The residuals, CRS and χ2
ν pass our

selection criteria, so this absorber is included in our main results
below.

Figure 8. Same as Fig. 4 but for the zabs = 1.343 absorber towards
J0120+2133 (see Section 3.1.4).

3.2.6 zabs = 1.119 towards J1944+7705

We intended to constrain �α/α using this absorber, in which exist-
ing Keck/HIRES spectra showed strong Mg II absorption and weak
Fe II λ2344, λ2382 and λ2600 lines. However, severe data artefacts
preclude detection of Fe II λ2600 and smaller artefacts made any
fit to Fe II λ2344 very uncertain and likely spurious. The remaining
Fe II transition, λ2382, has lower S/N than planned which, on its
own, does not provide an accurate or precise velocity measurement
when fitted together with the almost saturated Mg II lines. Therefore,
we did not attempt to constrain �α/α with this absorber.

3.2.7 zabs = 1.738 towards J1944+7705

This is the highest-redshift absorber in this work. Consequently, a
wider range of different ionic species is available for constraining
�α/α, as shown in Fig. 9, and the transitions have a very large
range of q coefficients (e.g. −1280 cm−1 for Cr II λ2062 through to
2470 cm−1 for Zn II λ2026; Murphy & Berengut 2014), potentially
constraining �α/α very strongly. On the other hand, some of these
transitions are relatively weak and there is only one main spec-
tral feature in this absorber, spanning ≈55 km s−1, which is fairly
smooth. Taken together, these factors lead us to expect a moderate
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Figure 9. Same as Fig. 9 but for the zabs = 1.738 absorber towards
J1944+7705 (see Section 3.1.6).

constraint on �α/α and, indeed, Table 2 shows this to be the case;
the 1σ statistical uncertainty is 16 ppm, approximately the mean
from all the absorbers studied here.

The fit to the two very weak Zn II transitions requires only
the strongest component and one flanking component, located at
≈6 km s−1, but not the other flanking component at ≈−5 km s−1. In
other species, these two flanking components have similar strength,
but Zn II is so weak that it is not unexpected, or important for �α/α,
that one component may not be statistically required to fit the Zn II

profiles. The fit to the absorber in Fig. 9 does not show any prob-
lems in the residuals, the CRS or the final χ2

ν of 1.2. It is therefore
accepted into our statistical analysis below.

4 R ESULTS

4.1 �α/α measurements and statistical uncertainties

The �α/α results, with statistical uncertainties, from the fits
to the six absorbers in Figs 4–9 are shown in Table 2. Aside from
the zabs = 1.119 towards J1944+7705, which could not be fitted
(Section 3.1.5), all six absorbers in Table 2 pass our selection cri-
teria. The �α/α values range from −9 to 13 ppm, with an average

statistical uncertainty of 16 ppm. However, the 1σ statistical uncer-
tainties have a large range, 3.5–40 ppm. Nevertheless, all six results
are individually consistent with �α/α = 0, and also consistent with
each other, within their statistical uncertainties.

The weighted mean �α/α of the six results in Table 2, using only
the statistical uncertainties, is 〈�α/α〉w = 2.9 ± 2.8 ppm. That
is, even without considering systematic uncertainties, there is no
evidence for a varying α from these results. The statistical precision
here, ≈3 ppm, is comparable to that in other recent MM analyses
using small samples (�10) of absorbers (e.g. Molaro et al. 2013;
Evans et al. 2014) but somewhat larger than that obtained from the
large Keck and VLT samples (1.2 ppm Murphy et al. 2004; King
et al. 2012), the very high-S/N spectrum of Kotuš et al. (2017)
and the ensemble of 11 Zn/Cr II-only measurements of Murphy
et al. (2016). �α/α has a significantly smaller statistical uncertainty
in two of our absorbers, zabs = 0.729 (6.2 ppm) and especially
zabs = 1.325 (3.5 ppm) towards J0120+2133, than in the others,
so these dominate the weighted mean. Nevertheless, removing the
zabs = 1.325 measurement does not change the weighted mean
substantially: 3.4 ± 4.9 ppm.

The χ2 around the weighted mean �α/α of all six absorbers
(again using only the statistical uncertainties) is 0.83 which, for
5 degrees of freedom, is somewhat lower than expected (i.e. ∼5).
However, the probability that χ2 should be this small or smaller, sim-
ply by random chance, is 2.5 per cent (equivalent to ≈2.1σ ). While
this is not highly statistically significant, it is still worth considering
whether biases exist in our �α/α values or whether the statistical
uncertainties are overestimated. With our profile fitting approach of
including as many velocity components as statistically supported by
the data, and by fixing �α/α to zero when establishing the fiducial
velocity structures, it may be possible that our results are biased
towards zero. However, we conducted thorough tests to ensure that
VPFIT converged on the best-fitting �α/α: for every absorber, we
(i) ran the χ2 minimization many times over (at least 30 times for
every absorber), starting each new run from the end point of the
last, to test whether �α/α was still changing appreciably between
runs; and (ii) fixed �α/α to the value in Table 2 plus (minus) half
its statistical uncertainty and ran the χ2 minimization several times,
then allowed �α/α to be a free parameter and repeated the test for
convergence; in all cases �α/α changed back towards the value
in Table 2, and did not move away from it as might be expected
if the original value was not the best-fitting one. The other possi-
bility – overestimated uncertainties – is unlikely because VPFIT has
been tested thoroughly with simulated spectra (e.g. Murphy 2003;
Murphy et al. 2008a) and Monte Carlo Markov Chain analysis
(King et al. 2009) and in all cases the statistical uncertainty is
correctly estimated (the latter analysis indicated it may be overes-
timated by up to 10 per cent, not large enough for concern here).
Instead, we may expect from the small scatter in �α/α, relative to
the statistical errors, that the latter dominate the error budget, i.e.
that systematic errors are relatively small. We consider systematic
uncertainties in the next section and, indeed, find this to be the
case.

4.2 Systematic uncertainties

4.2.1 Long-range distortions

As discussed in Section 1, reliable measurements of �α/α are
likely only possible if the long-range distortions in the quasar are
corrected. In Section 2.3 we used attached solar twin supercali-
bration exposures to correct all quasar exposures from the 2014
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run (for both J0120+2133 and J1944+7705), so systematic errors
will be mostly avoided for these exposures, with the main effect
on �α/α stemming from uncertainties in the distortion correction.
However, we did not correct the three exposures of J0120+2133
from the 2012 run for lack of attached supercalibrations. Instead,
non-attached asteroid supercalibration exposures indicate that the
distortions slopes may be ∼2.0 m s−1 nm−1, which is consistent with
the lack of distortion found, at that precision level, between its 2012
and 2014 sub-spectra. This lack of correction and larger uncertainty
in the distortion slope will, therefore, likely dominate the systematic
errors for J0120+2133.

For J1944+7705, the slopes of the distortions in the individual
supercalibration exposures was relatively small, �0.3 m s−1 nm−1.
However, note in Fig. 1 that the supercalibration slope varies by
up to ≈0.5 m s−1 nm−1 over the time-scale of a quasar exposure
(∼1 h). That is, we may expect the long-range distortions in the
quasar exposures to differ from those in the supercalibrations by
up to 0.5 m s−1 nm−1, but that this will vary in sign and magni-
tude in the three quasar exposures. To gauge the average effect on
�α/α, we therefore introduced an additional distortion slope of
0.5/

√
3 = 2.9 m s−1 nm−1, with the same sign, to all three expo-

sures in UVES_POPLER, recombined the exposures, and re-ran the χ2

minimization process for the zabs = 1.738 absorber starting from
the final fit and �α/α value in Table 2. This yielded a change
in �α/α by 0.59 ppm, which we list as the systematic uncer-
tainty from the long-range distortion corrections for this absorber in
Table 2.

For J0120+2133, the effect on �α/α in each absorber from
the uncertainty in the distortion slopes of the four 2014 expo-
sures was determined in the same way as for zabs = 1.738 towards
J1944+7705 above. As expected, this yielded only a small uncer-
tainty of 0.1–0.5 ppm for the five absorbers studied here. However,
none of the three 2012 exposures were corrected for distortions and
so may have all have the same ∼2.0 m s−1 nm−1 distortion uncer-
tainty. We therefore introduced a distortion of this magnitude and
sign for these exposures and found that this caused much larger
changes to �α/α, 1.3–3.5 ppm. In Table 2 we list the quadrature
sum of the 2012 and 2014 effects on �α/α as the long-range sys-
tematic uncertainty, though this is dominated by the former in all
five absorbers. We also note that the change in �α/α has the oppo-
site sign for the zabs = 0.576 absorber to the other four absorbers,
and we indicated this with a negative sign in Table 2; this is im-
portant to consider Section 4.3 when forming the weighted mean
�α/α for the J0120+2133.

4.2.2 Intra-order distortions

Intra-order distortions were first identified in Keck/HIRES quasar
spectra by Griest et al. (2010) and subsequently confirmed in
VLT/UVES (Whitmore et al. 2010) and Subaru/HDS (Evans
et al. 2014) supercalibration spectra of stars observed through io-
dine gas cells. Our solar twin and asteroid supercalibration ex-
posures also reveal intra-order distortions with amplitudes up to
vsaw ∼ 100 m s−1 with a simple ‘saw-tooth’ structure (as a function
of position along the echelle order) that is similar in all echelle or-
ders. However, we find that the precise shape and amplitude of this
saw-tooth pattern changes somewhat from exposure to exposure.
By varying the position of the supercalibrator across the spectro-
graph slit, Whitmore & Murphy (2015) found similar variations
in the intra-order distortions. We therefore presume that the intra-
order distortions in a quasar spectrum may somewhat differ from

those in its corresponding supercalibration exposure, even if it was
‘attached’ to the quasar one.

With this in mind, our approach to assessing the effect of intra-
order distortions on �α/α is to introduce a simple model of the
distortions into our quasar spectra. We follow many recent works
(e.g. Malec et al. 2010; Molaro et al. 2013; Bagdonaite et al. 2014;
Evans et al. 2014; Murphy et al. 2016; Kotuš et al. 2017) and
adopt a basic saw-tooth model with a velocity shift amplitude of
+vsaw at the echelle order centre with a linear fall-off to −vsaw

at the order edges. This distortion is applied to each echelle or-
der, of each quasar exposure, and these are then combined with
UVES_POPLER in the usual way. Using this modified spectrum, �α/α

is determined for each absorber using its fiducial, fitted velocity
structure and starting the χ2 minimization from the �α/α value in
Table 2. For all six absorbers we find the systematic effect from
this model of the intra-order distortions to be ≤0.2 ppm, which
is much smaller than the long-range distortion uncertainties. This
is similar to other recent MM analyses where all available transi-
tions, at widely separated wavelengths, were utilized; this has the
effect of randomising the velocity shifts between transitions and,
therefore, reducing the systematic effect on �α/α in an individual
absorber. Given that our saw-tooth model may not reflect the ac-
tual shape of the intra-order distortions in our quasar spectra, we
adopt the mean effect on �α/α across all six absorbers, 0.12 ppm,
as the minimum systematic uncertainty for any individual absorber.
The results of this process are shown in Table 2 under the ‘IOD’
column.

4.2.3 Spectral redispersion

The process of redispersing several quasar exposures on to a com-
mon grid, so that they may be combined, introduces correlations
between neighbouring pixels (their fluxes and flux uncertainties)
and, therefore, small distortions in the absorption line shapes. This
can introduce small shifts between different transitions which will
scale inversely with S/N and the number of contributing exposures.
The magnitude and sign of the shift will also depend on the absorp-
tion line profile shapes and the particular alignments, or ‘phases’,
between the pixel grids of the contributing exposures and the com-
mon, redispersed grid; the effect is effectively random from transi-
tion to transition. How these shifts affect �α/α will further depend
on which, and how many, transitions are fitted, i.e. the distribution
of available q coefficients.

To assess the systematic uncertainties on �α/α from these redis-
persion effects, we follow the same approach as Murphy et al. (2016)
and generate eight alternative versions of each quasar spectrum,
each with slightly different dispersion (pixel size) to the original
combined spectrum: ±0.01, ±0.02, ±0.03 and ±0.04 km s−1. This
has the same effect as changing the pixel phases of each contributing
exposure relative to those in the redispersed grid. For each absorber,
�α/α is determined from each of the eight spectra in the same way
as the original result, using the same fiducial velocity structure and
starting the χ2 minimization process from the �α/α value in Ta-
ble 2. As expected (and found by Murphy et al. 2016), the RMS of
these eight results and the original result, σ disp, is correlated with the
statistical uncertainty, σ stat, across the six absorbers, with a linear
least-squares fit yielding σ disp(ppm) ≈ 0.06 + 0.08 × σ stat)]. Given
that we use only nine different measurements, there is a risk that
σ disp will be underestimated in an individual absorber. We therefore
assign a minimum systematic uncertainty for redispersion effects to
an individual absorber according to this linear relationship.
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The results of this process are shown in Table 2 under the Re-
disp.’ column. Although the redispersion uncertainties are smaller
than the long-range distortion uncertainties in the five J0120+2133
absorbers (in which the uncorrected 2012 exposures contribute the
main uncertainty), it is the dominant systematic uncertainty for the
zabs = 1.738 absorber towards J1944+7705 because its spectrum
was fully corrected for long-range distortions.

4.2.4 Absorption profile modelling errors

Like many previous MM analyses, we derived a single value of
�α/α from each absorber using the ‘bestmodel of the velocity
structure, i.e. that with the lowest value of χ2

ν . The best model was
selected amongst several trial models which, by eye, did not appear
to leave significant structures in the normalized residuals of individ-
ual transitions or the composite residual spectrum (CRS). This ap-
proach, coupled with the blinding of the spectrum (see Section 3.1),
ensures an objective analysis. However, it does not guarantee that
our selected model is the ‘correct’ one, i.e. the most physically accu-
rate model of the unblinded spectrum of that absorber. Therefore, we
set aside several other trial models which yielded only marginally
larger χ2

ν values and, after unblinding the spectrum, used these
models to determine �α/α in the same way as the main results pre-
sented in Table 2. In all absorbers except the best-constrained one
(zabs = 1.325 towards J0120+2133), these alternative models yield
�α/α values that deviated from the main �α/α result by substan-
tially less than the statistical uncertainty (�0.2σstat). Therefore, in
these cases, we regard any systematic modelling error as negligible.

However, for zabs = 1.325 towards J0120+2133, one of our three
alternative models yielded a value of �α/α shifted by −3.65 ppm
relative to the main result, and with a substantially larger statistical
uncertainty, σ stat = 5.50 ppm (cf. 3.45 ppm). This model included
two additional velocity components compared to the fiducial model;
one either side of, and both within 2.5 km s−1 of, the component
fitted near a velocity of 0 km s−1 in Fig. 7. The large increase in the
statistical uncertainty likely indicates ‘overfitting’ – that too many
components have been used to fit this spectral feature, creating
large degeneracies between parameters, including �α/α. Another
model, in which only a single additional component was fitted to
the same spectral feature, was not viable: the additional component
was rejected by VPFIT during the χ2 minimization process, indicating
that it was not statistically necessary in the fit. The other two viable
alternative models gave �α/α values that deviated from the main
result by just 0.09 and −0.58 ppm, both with similar σ stat as the main
result.2 From these three viable, alternative models, we take the
mean absolute deviation of �α/α from the main result, 1.44 ppm,
as the systematic modelling uncertainty.3 This uncertainty is noted
as an additional uncertainty for this absorber in Table 2.

2 The first of these models added an Al III component corresponding to the
weaker, broader of the two Mg II components at ≈−55 km s−1 in Fig. 7; this
component was rejected by VPFIT in other species. The second model added
a further component in Mg II, Fe II and Al III ≈5 km s−1 bluewards of the
feature at ≈−55 km s−1; the additional component was rejected from Mg I.
3 If a large number of alternative models was found, all with very similar
χ2

ν values, the RMS in �α/α would be a more accurate choice for this un-
certainty. However, with only three alternative models, we choose the mean
absolute deviation from the main result as a more conservative estimator.

4.2.5 Isotopic abundance variations

The fits to the absorption profiles that provided values of �α/α

in Table 2 included the isotopic and hyperfine components of the
transitions, from either laboratory measurements or calculations
(reviewed in Murphy & Berengut 2014), assuming that the ab-
sorption clouds have the same relative isotopic abundance patterns
as the terrestrial environment (Rosman & Taylor 1998). However,
if the absorbers have different isotopic abundances, the velocity cen-
troids of the transitions we study will be slightly shifted relative to
each other, potentially causing a systematic shift in our estimates of
�α/α derived from profile fits with terrestrial isotopic abundances.
Although this is a well-known vulnerability of the MM method
(e.g. Murphy et al. 2001b, 2004), there are no strong observational
constraints on the isotopic abundances in quasar absorption clouds,
so the effect on �α/α is kept separate from the formal systematic
uncertainty budget in previous works. We follow that approach here,
but below we calculate the maximal effect on our measurements and
consider this possible systematic effect when discussing our main
results in Section 4.3 and Section 5 below, and in our conclusions
(Section 6).

If the isotopic abundances are different in the absorbers, the
largest effect on �α/α is expected to arise from the Mg transi-
tions used here: these have relatively large separations between the
three isotopic components, 24, 25, 26Mg (up to ≈0.4 km s−1), both
sub-dominant isotopes (25, 26Mg) have relatively large isotopic ter-
restrial abundance (≈10 per cent each), and Mg transitions are very
frequently observed and used in MM analysis at redshifts 0.3–1.8.
For example, if the heavy Mg isotopes (25, 26Mg) were absent in an
absorption system, fitting its Mg I/II lines with the terrestrial isotopic
abundances transitions would yield a �α/α that was too large by
≈5 ppm on average (when, as in typical MM analyses, the Mg I/II
transitions are compared with the most common Fe II transitions;
Fenner, Murphy & Gibson 2005). Our approach to assessing the
impact of isotopic abundance variations on our results is to make
a similar, extreme assumption for all atoms studied here. This is
motivated by the chemical evolution model of star-forming galax-
ies of Fenner et al. (2005) in which they found that, for all the
elements studied here, the dominant isotope at terrestrial metallic-
ities had even higher relative abundance in much lower metallicity
environments. We expect that our quasar absorbers have sub-solar
metallicities, like the vast majority of absorbers studied previously
(e.g. Rafelski et al. 2012; Jorgenson, Murphy & Thompson 2013;
Cooper et al. 2015; Glidden et al. 2016; Lehner et al. 2016). Thus,
for this test we simply assume that only the dominant terrestrial
isotope of each element4 is present in our absorbers and re-run our
χ2 minimization process starting from the �α/α values in Table 2
to determine how �α/α changes.

As expected, when using the dominant isotope only, we find
negligible change in �α/α for the two absorbers without Mg II fit-
ted (zabs = 0.576 towards J0120+2133 and zabs = 1.738 towards
J1944+2133), whereas the change is substantial for the other ab-
sorbers towards J0120+2133: −5.3, −4.2, −7.8 and −1.9 ppm for
zabs = 0.729, 1.048, 1.325 and 1.343, respectively. The mean change
in these four cases is −4.8 ppm, consistent with the expectation from
Fenner et al. (2005) mentioned above. Unfortunately, removing the
Mg II transitions from our analysis of these four absorbers leaves
�α/α only very weakly constrained – the statistical uncertainties

4 Specifically, 24Mg, 28Si, 40Ca, 48Ti, 52Cr, 56Fe and 64Zn; Al and Mn have
only a single stable isotope each.
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Figure 10. �α/α results with statistical and systematic uncertainties, for
the six absorbers fitted in Figs 4–9, as a function of absorption redshift, zabs.
The longer error bars with wider terminators represent the total uncertain-
ties (quadrature sum of the statistical and systematic errors) whereas the 1σ

statistical errors are represented by the shorter error bars with narrower ter-
minators (see Table 2). The weighted mean �α/α for the sample, 〈�α/α〉w

[equation (2)], taking into account the common-mode long-range distortion
uncertainties for J0120+2133 (Section 4.2.1), is also shown.

increase by factors of 2.7–4.5 from 3.5–18 ppm to 8.3–84 ppm –
which does not allow for a useful test of the effect of isotopic abun-
dance variations. As with most previous MM constraints on �α/α,
we instead must state and interpret our results with this potential,
astrophysical systematic error in mind.

4.3 Statistical analysis of main results

The best-fitting values of �α/α, their 1σ statistical uncertainties
(σ stat) and the systematic error budget for each absorber are summa-
rized in Table 2. The total systematic uncertainty for each absorber,
σ sys, is the quadrature sum of the individual systematic error com-
ponents discussed in Sections 4.2.1–4.2.4, and is smaller than the
statistical uncertainty in all absorbers, as expected from the lack of
scatter in the �α/α values (see discussion in Section 4.1). The long-
range distortion uncertainties are dominant for the five absorbers
towards J0120+2133 (due mainly to the 2012 exposures) and, for
the absorber with the smallest σ stat (zabs = 1.325), the absorption
profile modelling uncertainty of 1.44 ppm is also important. Fig. 10
shows all six results as a function of absorption redshift. Clearly,
there is no evidence for a significant difference in α between the
absorbers and the current laboratory value, or between individual
absorbers, and no evidence (<0.6σ significance) of a trend with
redshift.

To form a weighted mean result from the six absorbers, we
first find a weighted mean �α/α for the J0120+2133 sight-
line, recognizing that the long-range distortion uncertainties cause
correlated �α/α uncertainties in its five absorbers, as dis-
cussed in Section 4.2.1. The weighted mean for J0120+2133,
〈�α/α〉w = 2.53 ± 2.87stat ppm, is calculated using the inverse
sum of the variances from the statistical uncertainties and other sys-
tematic effects (i.e. intra-order distortions, redispersion and mod-
elling uncertainties) as the weights. The change, σ LRD, in �α/α

caused by introducing an additional, postitive distortion slope to
the J0120+2133 exposures (equal to the distortion uncertainty in
each case) is shown in Table 2 (‘LRD’ column). Note that it has both
a magnitude and a sign (negative for one absorber but positive for all
others). Its effect on the weighted mean was calculated as the differ-

ence of weighted means |〈�α/α +σ LRD〉w −〈�α/α〉w|= 1.73 ppm
(‘LRD’ column of the ‘Ave.’ row in Table 2). The contributions
of the intra-order distortions to the J0120+2133 sightline’s sys-
tematic error budget are calculated as the quadrature difference
(σ 2

No LRD − σ 2
No LRD or IOD)1/2, where σ 2

No LRD is the uncertainty in
the weighted mean when using all error components except the
long-rang distortion component in the weights, and σ 2

No LRD or IOD

is similar but further excludes the intra-order distortion uncertainty
component from the weights. The contributions from redispersion
and modelling uncertainties are calculated in similar ways. These
contributions are listed in their respective columns of the ‘Ave.’ row
in Table 2 (and, for the modelling uncertainty, its caption). They are
summed in quadrature, together with the long-range uncertainty, to
yield the total systematic uncertainty of σ sys = 2.10 ppm for the
J0120+2133 sightline.

The weighted mean �α/α for the six absorbers is then simply
that from the two independent sightlines, i.e. the final two rows of
Table 2:

〈�α/α〉w = 3.00 ± 2.83stat ± 2.02sys ppm . (2)

The systematic error component here was calculated from the
quadrature difference of the uncertainties in the weighted means
derived by including and excluding the sightlines’ systematic un-
certainties in the weights. The main results, and the weighted
mean above, all assume that the relative isotopic abundances in
the absorption clouds are the same as the terrestrial ones. How-
ever, as discussed in Section 4.2.5, we found that four of the
six absorbers – those in which Mg II contributes significantly to
constraining �α/α – would have a significantly lower �α/α

(≈−4.8 ppm lower on average) if, instead, we assumed that only
the dominant isotope of all elements was present. Under this ex-
treme assumption, the weighted mean in equation (2) becomes
〈�α/α〉w = −3.35 ± 2.83stat ± 2.02sys ppm, which is still con-
sistent with no variation in α.

Finally, we note that correcting the long-range distortions in the
two quasar spectra made an important difference to the results
above. For example, by not making these corrections to the spectra
and determining �α/α using the same fiducial velocity structures,
we find that �α/α differs by 0.4–2.0 ppm from the main result for
individual absorbers. The weighted mean result for J0120+2133
would be 1.8 ppm lower, and that of J1944+7705 would be 1.3 ppm
higher in this case; the overall weighted mean result would have
been lower by 1.7 ppm if the distortion corrections had not been
made. This is similar to some of the corrections found by Evans
et al. (2014) and Kotuš et al. (2017), though some of the mea-
surements by the former had corrections of up to 10–15 ppm. This
illustrates the importance of correcting for the long-range distor-
tions in individual exposures when attempting to measure �α/α to
part-per-million precision and accuracy.

5 D I SCUSSI ON

Our six new measurements of �α/α contribute, with compara-
ble precision, to the sample of 21 previous ‘reliable’ measure-
ments, i.e. those made using spectra corrected for long-range
distortions (Evans et al. 2014; Kotuš et al. 2017) or in sys-
tems that were resistant to this problem (Murphy et al. 2016).
Evans et al. made nine measurements in a single sightline,
from three different absorbers in three independent, distortion-
corrected spectra (from Keck, Subaru and VLT), finding a weighted
mean �α/α = −5.4 ± 3.3stat ± 1.5sys ppm, while Kotuš et al.
made the highest-precision measurement from a single absorber,
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�α/α = −1.4 ± 0.5stat ± 0.6sys ppm, in a very high S/N distortion-
corrected VLT spectrum. Murphy et al. made 11 measurements
using only the Zn II and Cr II transitions in nine different absorbers
(one per quasar in six Keck and five VLT spectra), finding a weighted
mean of �α/α = 0.4 ± 1.4stat ± 0.9sys ppm; the Zn/Cr II transitions
have only a small wavelength separation, so these �α/α measure-
ments are resistant to long-range distortions. The weighted mean
from our six Subaru absorbers in equation (2) is consistent with all
these previous measurements within 1.7σ (the previous measure-
ments are consistent with each other within 1.5σ ). The weighted
mean from all 27 reliable measurements is

〈�α/α〉w = −1.0 ± 0.5stat ± 0.5sys ppm , (3)

which is dominated by the high relative precision of the Kotuš et al.
result. If that result is removed, the weighted mean of the remaining
26 measurements becomes 0.4 ± 1.3stat ± 0.7sys ppm. Neither of
these results provides evidence for variations in α.

Our new measurements also triple the sample and more than
double the precision of �α/α measurements from the Sub-
aru Telescope. The previous three measurements, along a sin-
gle sightline, by Evans et al. (2014) had a weighted mean of
−11.2 ± 7.8stat ± 2.4sys ppm, which is consistent with our result
in equation (2) at the 1.6σ level. Combining these with our new
measurements yields a weighted mean from all nine Subaru mea-
surements of 0.8 ± 2.7stat ± 1.8sys ppm. The weighted mean results
from the distortion-corrected/resistant Keck and VLT measurements
are 1.2 ± 1.9stat ± 1.0sys (three measurements from Evans et al.; six
measurements from Murphy et al.) and −1.5 ± 0.5stat ± 0.6sys ppm
(three measurements from Evans et al.; five measurements from
Murphy et al.; one measurement from Kotuš et al.), respectively.
That is, the most reliable results from these three different tele-
scopes are all consistent with no variation in α and also with each
other within <2σ .

One of the motivations for targeting the two particular quasars
studied here was their smaller separation from the anti-pole of the
dipole-like variation in α across the sky implied by combining
the large Keck and VLT samples of �α/α measurements (Webb
et al. 2011; King et al. 2012). Fig. 11 illustrates this point by com-
paring our �α/α measurement for each sightline (see Section 4.3)
to the expected value from the ‘dipole-only’ model of King et al.
(2012) (see Section 1). Each data point in Fig. 11 is the weighted
mean �α/α for all absorbers, in all available spectra (from differ-
ent telescopes), along a single quasar sightline. It is apparent that,
taken together, our two sightline measurements do not align with
the expected value of �α/α ≈ −5 ppm – they depart from it by
� 2σ – but that they are not highly inconsistent with it because of
their total uncertainties of 3.6 and 16 ppm (for J0120+2133 and
J1944+7705, respectively).5 Nevertheless, when they are consid-
ered together with the other distortion-corrected/resistant measure-
ments reviewed above, they certainly do not support the dipole
model. The χ2 of all 13 measurements in Fig. 11 around the dipole
model, using the statistical and systematic errors in the weights,
is 43.5, which has a probability of just ≈0.003 per cent of being

5 Note that the dipole model was derived from �α/α measurements which
assumed terrestrial isotopic abundance ratios for all elements. It may be
tempting to think that our result from J0120+2133 would be more con-
sistent with the dipole expectation value if instead we assume that only
the dominant isotopes were present in the absorbers, as discussed in Sec-
tion 4.2.5. However, the dipole model would also have to be modified for
such a comparison to be valid.

Figure 11. Recent measurements of �α/α using optical spectra which were
corrected for long-range distortions (Evans et al. 2014; Kotuš et al. 2017,
and this work’s results), or where �α/α is insensitive to them (Murphy
et al. 2016), as a function of angle on the sky away from the pole [at (RA,
Dec.) = (17.4 ± 0.9 h, −58 ± 9 deg)] of the King et al. (2012) dipole model,
�: �α/α = (10.2 ± 2.1) cos (�) ppm. The longer error bars with wider
terminators represent the total uncertainties whereas the 1σ statistical errors
are represented by the shorter error bars with narrower terminators. The
dipole expectation is shown as a solid line, with grey shading indicating
the ±1σ uncertainty. Note that the two quasars studied here, J0120+2133
and J1944+7705, are the furthest from the dipole equator amongst this
sample, enhancing their ability to test the dipole model. For J0120+2133
we plot the weighted mean �α/α for the five absorbers studied here (see
Section 4.3 and Table 2). A similar approach was taken for quasars in
previous works with multiple measurements along their sightlines (due to
multiple absorbers and/or multiple spectra from different telescopes). A
tabulation of all measurements in this figure is available in Murphy &
Cooksey (2017).

exceeded by chance alone, equivalent to rejecting the dipole model
with 4.1σ significance. However, to properly assess the consistency,
or otherwise, of the dipole model with these data, the uncertainties in
the model itself must also be taken into account. Also, even this sim-
ple significance estimate is again dominated by the high-precision,
single-absorber measurement of Kotuš et al. (2017); removing this
measurement decreases χ2 to 25.6 and increases the probability to
1.2 per cent (2.5σ ). Therefore, we leave a more sophisticated anal-
ysis of this to a future paper, after a series of new measurements
with distortion-corrected spectra becomes available (Kotuš et al.,
in preparation). Even if we cannot rule out the dipole model using
the 27 reliable measurements made so far (and notwithstanding the
likely susceptibility of the dipole evidence to long-range distortions,
discussed in Section 1), their χ2 around �α/α = 0 is just 11.4, so
�α/α = 0 is certainly preferred over the dipole model at present.

6 C O N C L U S I O N S

Given the susceptibility of all many-multiplet �α/α measure-
ments prior to 2014 to long-range wavelength distortions in the
quasar spectra, obtaining a statistical sample of new measurements
that are corrected for, or resistant to, this systematic error is an
important goal. It is also imperative to build samples from all
telescopes/spectrographs capable of high-precision �α/α measure-
ments to guard against, or discover, any currently unknown sys-
tematic effects that vary between them. Towards these goals, we
obtained new, high-S/N (�50 pix−1 at 5000 Å) Subaru spectra of
two quasars that, through supercalibration with ‘attached’ solar twin
observations, were corrected for long-range distortions (at least to
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first order). The spectral analysis was blinded (Section 3.1) and the
best-fitting absorption profile model for each of the six absorbers
studied (Figs. 4–9) was selected with, and tested against, objective
criteria. The spectra and fits to the absorption profiles, including all
parameter estimates and uncertainties, are provided for full repro-
ducibility in Murphy & Cooksey (2017).

The analysis provided six new �α/α measurements at
zabs = 0.55–1.75, which triples the available sample of Subaru re-
sults and improves their collective precision by more than a factor
of 2. All six measurements are consistent with no change in α be-
tween the absorbers and the current laboratory value, there is no
evidence of redshift evolution and their weighted mean is also con-
sistent with no variation: 〈�α/α〉w = 3.0 ± 2.8stat ± 2.0sys ppm
(1σ statistical and systematic uncertainties). The total precision of
3.5 ppm is similar to that from nine measurements by Evans et al.
(2014, 3.6 ppm), but a factor of 2 poorer than the 11 Zn/Cr -only
measurements of Murphy et al. (2016, 1.7 ppm) and 4 times poorer
than the single-absorber, highly precise constraint of Kotuš et al.
(2017, 0.9 ppm).

The long-range distortions in our Subaru/HDS spectra have
slopes similar in magnitude to those in previous works (≈0–
2 m s−1 nm−1) and, had we not corrected for them, would have
had an important impact on our �α/α measurement, reducing it by
1.7 ppm. Together with similar findings by Evans et al. (2014) and
Kotuš et al. (2017), this demonstrates the importance of correcting
individual quasar exposures to ensure reliable �α/α measurements.
While statistical uncertainties dominated the error budget for all six
absorbers, the largest systematic errors were from uncertainties in
the long-range distortion corrections, uncertainties in the absorption
profile model of our best-constrained absorber, and from redisper-
sion of the quasar exposures on to a common wavelength grid (to
enable combination into a single spectrum for analysis). Our results
assume that the terrestrial isotopic abundances of the elements we
study also prevail in the absorption clouds. This is a particularly im-
portant assumption for absorbers in which Mg transitions are used
to constrain �α/α, particularly the strong Mg II doublet. Making
the extreme assumption that only the dominant terrestrial isotopes
are present in the absorption clouds would lower �α/α by 4.8 ppm
on average in the four absorbers with Mg II, and would lower the
overall weighted mean to −3.4 ppm (with the same total uncertainty
of 3.5 ppm).

Our six new measurements are consistent with the 21 previ-
ous distortion-corrected/resistant measurements (Evans et al. 2014;
Murphy et al. 2016; Kotuš et al. 2017). The weighted means from
the three different telescopes (Keck, Subaru and VLT) are also
consistent with each other (and with �α/α = 0). Together, the 27
measurements have a weighted mean of −1.0 ± 0.5stat ± 0.5sys ppm,
indicating no variation in α at the 1 ppm level. However, this statistic
ignores the possibility that α varies across the sky, some evidence
for which it is implied if the previous large Keck and VLT sam-
ples are combined (Webb et al. 2011; King et al. 2012, noting that
these measurements are likely to have been significantly affected
by long-range distortions; Whitmore & Murphy 2015). The two
quasars studied here were selected because they lie closer to the
anti-pole of the King et al. (2012) dipole model than the other
21 measurements, with the model expectation value of �α/α ≈
−5 ppm. The weighted mean of our six new measurements departs
from that expectation by �2σ . Considering the overall distribu-
tion of all 27 measurements (along 13 different sightlines) on the
sky, their departure from the dipole model is considerably more
significant. A sophisticated estimate of the precise significance is
required and is left to future work. Nevertheless, it is clear that

our Subaru measurements, and the overall sample of 27 distortion-
corrected/resistant values now available, do not support the dipole
model.
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